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1,

Introduction

LINK i r a the part

of the STRETCH System concerned with linking

the high-speed computer to the outside world, LINK controls the
operation of the input and output devices, directs the stream8 of
information into and out of tha desired memory locations, and
asdite the information,

In order to keep the computing speed of the STRETCH System high,
the LINKSyetsm must be able to remove computed results a a fast
as they a r e produced and enter new data in their place, Thirs i a a
big job on really l a r g o computing problems, It requires new high
standards of performance in the LINK System as much as in the
high-speed computer, but in a different way. The emphasie in
LINK is on high rates of data flow and on extenslive logical abilities
for editing.
Editing tasks for LINK include decimal-binary convereions, code
translation, e r r o r correction, and rearrangement Q f data, To
accomplish this with adequate speed and flexibility, requires a
really versatile carnputer as part of the LINK System,
The LXNK System, as shown in Figure 1, conaists of:
a,

b,
c,
d,

hput output units
An input-output exchange unit
A computer unit
Memory units
I

The m e m o r y units are convontional, except that each unit haa its
awn ,x*sgirrta%aand access equipment, to bo independent of the
othera, The memory units a r e timemsharlsd with the high-sped
computer and common to the rest of the GITRETCH System and
will not be discussed hare, Tho semainingf units will be doacribed
below,

2,

h p u t 4 u t p u t Units

*,.In
spite of the advances that have been made since the days of
feeding high-lspeed computers at a snail'sl pace with paper tape, tho
area of input-output still remains as a serloue limitation in carnputs r pa rformsncs.
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Many present applications a r e tape limited while others a r e hindered by the difficulty of entering o r extracting data promptly,
efficiently, and correctly. A third challenge exists in tying computers directly into machine processes or human activities.
P r e s e n t computers, with few exceptions, lack the proper facilities
for real -time operation.
Most of the early effort on the LINKSystem will go into the development of truly advanced input-output equipment, This is an important switch in the order of doing things. W e have too often been
preoccupied with the niceties of the computing unit where, of course,
significant progress will continue to be made; when we get around to
input-output, time and interest have run out, Thus, we usually d e cide to adapt what input-output equipment i s on the shelf.
Experience, however, has often shown what we found on the shelf to
be wholly inadequate, In the next generation of data processing
machines, we should expect some really spectacular progress to
result from new input -output techniques

.

2.1

Random-A.ccess Memory
Random-access memory i s an important ingredient of the real-time
operations we a r e looking forward to, and we a r e working closely
with the RA.M Development Groups to provide RAM units of high
perf o r rnanc e.

2,2

High-speed Tape
The speed and hence the feasibility of many important applications
i e directly dependent on the speed of the magnetic tapes. W e have
a s a n objective a major jump in performance over the present 727
tape units perhaps by a factor of 100,

-

This is, obviously, a difficult taak, but it is one which deserves
our best efforts. To acc,omplish it, we will have to raise density,
frequency, and speed to such an extent that conventional recording
techniquee will no longer apply, We know tape to be a n imperfect
medium. We cannot get the expected performance by trying to r e - ,
move imperfectione. Instead, we must design around them.
!
Two of the current steps towards higher performance a r e worth
mentioning here. The density in present multi-track recording
is held way below what is known to be achievable in single-track
operation because of ekew.
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We a r e planning to eli nate skew by operating each track independently of the other@. This is a n essential step for any improvement i n tape performance. In addition, we a m expecting
to operate a t euch high deneitierr that a sublstantial number of
e r r o r 8 would be unavoidable with preaent techniques, Error
correction will be used not only to overcome these error$, but
to increase tape reliability beyond present standards,
I

Document Reade,r

2.3

The entry of aource documents is one of the serious weaknesses
of present equipment. Both the need for character sensing and
its feasibility have been amply demonstrated. Hence, we a r e
looking ahead to widespread machine reading of paper doc~uments,
including printed, typed, and hand -lettered alphabets.
It must be recognized, however, that i t will not be possible to
place close restrictions on the type, style, and arrangement of
paper documents i n the way we have for punched cards, We expect to lean heavily on the programming ability of the LTNK computer to cope with these variations and to edit the data.
2.4

,

Printer
Besides conventional direct-output printers, the LINK System will
be provided with an electronic film printer, both for high-speed
printing and for graph plotting.

2.5

Direct-A.ction Eyuipment
The term, Direct-Action Equipment, is intended to cover the large
variety of equipment needed for two-way communication directly
with the outside world. This includes keyboards, typewriters,
visual displays, data transmission links, telemetering equipment,
analog-digital converters, arid similar equipment, which can 6e
located at remote spots throughout the operating areas. It is
visualized that hundreds of such units may need to communicate
with the central system on a time-sharing basis. In addition, we
expect to accommodate speech recognition as it is developed.

2. 6

Auxiliary Equipment
There is, of course, a need to corrimunicate also with existing data
processing installations, F o r this purpose, we will provide punched
card, magnetic tape, and paper tape equipment of present design.
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But because. the inadequacy and lo
equipment, we do not expect t o rely on it extensively,

3,
care of switching t
output units to the
mory, under cont
computer o r external signals, The Exchange contains no buffer
storage in the usual sense. Jnformsition flows right through the
unit into and out of memory which then acts as the buffer.
Several of the high-speed units and many of the lowaspeed units,
may be connected to the system at one time, The Exchange may
be visualized as an electronic telephone exchange. Apy inputoutput unit may seek access to one of several parallel channels,
Only if all a r e busy, will a unit have to wait. Enough channels
will be provided to take care of normal loads without uhdue delay,
The Exchange will be described in more detail in the next talk.
4.

The LINK Computer
Table I shows the basic characteristics of the LINK Computer.
. Basically, it is a serial computer with stored program control,
including variable field length, similar in many respects to the
705. It is, however, a much faster computer.

5.

Real- Time Ope ration
Real-time operation is perhaps the key to the LINK System, It
is important t o obtaining a high overall performance.
We cannot continue to let a large computer r e s t idle while tapes
a r e spacing over gaps, paper is being changed in a printer, o r
the operator is loading a new problem. The LINK System will
be able to time-share several diverse operations such as sorting,
data transmission, interrogation, and computation. Simultaneous
conversion of documents to tape o r delayed printing from tape
can be done efficiently via the main computer which can bring to
bear its full programming ability for editing at appropriate intervals of time. High-speed tape and RAM units will be able to cut
in at their own natural speeds.
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All of this requires computing in tlreal-timel', The real-time
control of external processes is then a natural extension of the
system, which will permit U B to tackle entirely new applications.

6.

Editing

The importance of machine editing has not been fully appreciated
in the past. Without adequate editing, it is entirely possible for
e r r o r s in the data to nullify much of the value of L data processing
installation. To be sure, much of the responsibility for this r e s t s
on inadequate methods. But the equipment now available is really
not very good at editing.
With real-time operation, the demands on editing will increase
greatly. Just t r y to vieualize the possible effect of a number of
human operators being able to dial into a central data processing
system and enter or extract data at will. The system will quickly
break down unless there is a computer capable of erecting an efficient b a r r i e r against incorrect o r unauthorized interference, by
proper editing.
7.

Shift Matrix
The LINK Computer will be different in a number of important reapects, especially from computers not designed for commercial
applications. Most important, from the point of view of editing,
will be the ability to handle any characters o r digits, from 1 to 6
bits long.
Figure 2 shows the Shift Matrix to be used to convert a 60-bit word,
coming from Memory in parallel, into characters, o r rtbytestt
as we
have called them, to be sent to the Adder serially. The 60 bits a r e
dumped into magnetic cores on six different levels. Thus, if a 1
comes out of podtion 9, it appears in all six cores underneath.
Pulsing any diagonal line will send the six bits stored along that line
to the Adder. The Adder m a y accept all o r only some of the bits.
Assume that it is desired to operate on 4 bit decimal digits, starting
at the right. The 0-diagonal is pulsed first, esnding out the six bits
0 to 5 , of which the Adder accepts only the first four (013). Bits 4
and 5 a r e ignored, Next, the 4 diagonal is pulsed. This sends out
bits 4 to 9, of which the lalst two a r e again iguored, and so on.
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It i s just as easy to use all s i x bits in alphanumeric work, o r to
handle bytes of only one bit for logical analyeria, or to offset the
bytee'by any number of bits. All this can be done by pulhling the
appropriate shift diagonals. An analogous matrix arrangement
i a used to change from serial to parallel operation at the output i
of the adder.
In conjunction with a flexible code translation scheme, the shift
matrix will finally resolve an old, old question: What should the
character code be? Lo and behold, LINK will handle them all.
8.

Performance
The subject of editing in real-time naturally leads to the question
of performance, The LINK System must be able to perform a n
extensive editing operation in the few seconds waiting time which
might4bei permitted for a transaction. If this does not sound like
a job for a high-speed computer, just add the requirement of
handling the inevitable peak loads and of accepting transactions i n
random order where each class of transactions may require a
different program, Compared to this, batch processing will s e e m
simp1e.

In spite of its serial nature, the LINK Computer will be quite fast.
The development of 10 megapulse transistor circuits and 2 microsecond memories will permit speeds in excess of the 704 speed,
even with quite a simple organization. Thus, with sequential access
to instructions and data, an Add instruction will take only 4 microseconds, compared to 24 in the Type 704. (See Figure 3). This will
be further enhanced by improvements in the logical structure and
the ability of using several independent memory units. Thus, a
speed factor of 10 over the present 704, with even more flexible
data handling ability than the 705, might characterize the LINK computer.
The addition of high-speed tapes and RAM'S will provide another
large step i n performance for LINK. To go beyond this, it will be
possible to interconnect several LINK computers and to add faster
memories so as to bridge the gap between a single, LINK System and
a complete senior STRETCH System.

9.

Reliability
Reliability is a must f o r real-time operation and high net performance,
but it is fully as important to reduce the servicing time and cost. O u r
goal ie unattended operation over extended periods,
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10.

Summary

To summarize, we have seen that LINK is a full-fledged computer
system playing the vital role of keeping idormation flowing into
and out of the senior STRETCH System.
As a natural by-product of Project S,TRETCN, we m a y expect LINK

to be a powerful computer in i t e own right. LINK alone will be,
perhaps, ten times faater than the 704 in technical computing, and
it will far exceed the 705 o r any known competitive machine in the
commercial area. LINK should thus be able to replace the present
704 and 705 line in all respects.

In this age of rapid technological development, IBM will need to take
big steps such as these to keep the lead in the computer industry.
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TABLE I

LINK COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS

Binary, decimal, and alphanumeric modes of operation
Serial operation: 1, 4, o r 6 bits a t a time
Arithmetic speed: 0.1 p e c . per decimal digit
Variable field length
Flexible code translation
Stored program control
Indexing (address modification and loop control)
Floating point operations
Binary logical operations
Stored -program. #electors
Input -output buffering i n memory
Time -sharing of many input -output units

e
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